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Clubhouse
by Design

Winter Whites

place, designer Beth Dana installed NEW
WOOD FLOORS from Abbey’s Carpet,

selecting a medium brown oak with grey
undertones to contrast the white walls.

oak flooring, she painted all the walls white. Next,
she added in plush furnishings from Porch, ceramics
from Global Eye Art Collective, rugs from Kristen
Cramer, and lots of pillows from her own line, which
are made with vintage tribal fabrics from Africa,
Central America, and Asia. Says Dana: “A natural,
organic, calm, neutral, coastal palette becomes more
interesting and warm with the textures and colors
and patterns of ethnic textiles.” 805-260-2556. J . B . K .
B E TH D A N A .C O M

BETH DANA’S SIGNATURE
PILLOWS (from $100) are made from

vintage global textiles and are available
on her website and at PORCH .

INSTANT
WARM UP:
Benjamin Moore
paint in
WHITE DOVE .
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To welcome back a California native who had grown
tired of cold, dark winters in Alaska, designer BETH
DANA created a warm, layered retreat. Working with
her client, nearly all by phone, Dana transformed
a dated ranch house in Solvang into a “forever
home” sanctuary inspired by nature. She worked
with earthy neutrals to keep the eye focused on
the expansive views of the Santa Ynez Mountains,
which glow with orange poppies in spring. After
replacing cold concrete and stale carpet with new

With pickled wood ceilings already in

Santa Barbara architect Dan Weber
is the mind behind the mid-century
clubhouse that anchors the latest
luxury Airstream outpost. AUTOCAMP originated here by Mesa
Lane’s Neil Dipaola and Ryan
Miller, so when it came time to open
AutoCamp Russian River, enlisting
a local like-minded designer was an
on-brand decision. Weber, who also
oversaw the property’s site design
and individual trailer interiors
(which, along with Geremia Design,
were filled with Casper mattresses,
Coyuchi linens, and Malin+Goetz
bath products), says the Airstream
itself served as his inspiration as
“an icon of mid-century modern
design.” He aimed to infuse the
3,000-square-foot modern lounge
with that characteristic style from
a stark, low profile to era-specific
custom furnishings. He adds: “The
open-air clubhouse was designed
to cultivate socialization and create
an immersive experience of the
surrounding natural landscape,
blurring the lines between indoor
and outdoor space.” J . B . K .

